Introduction {#s01}
============

Proper partitioning of chromosomes during cell division is essential for organismal viability. During mitosis, chromosomes attach to spindle microtubules at sites called kinetochores, forming end-on attachments that mediate chromosome congression and segregation ([@bib2]). These attachments are also central to a surveillance mechanism, the spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC), in which cells monitor the attachment of kinetochores to spindle microtubules as a means of detecting errors ([@bib10]). However, homologous chromosome pairs (bivalents) in *Caenorhabditis elegans* oocytes do not appear to form end-on attachments and instead are surrounded by laterally associated microtubule bundles running along their sides ([@bib34]). Whether these oocytes are able to detect and respond to errors is currently unknown.

*C. elegans* have holocentric kinetochores that, in meiosis, cup the ends of each bivalent ([@bib22]). Compromising kinetochore function by depleting KNL-1 (which is required for the loading of the MIS-12 complex, the RZZ complex, and BUB-1) results in chromosome alignment defects during metaphase ([@bib7]), suggesting that these holocentric kinetochores help orient bivalents within the lateral microtubule bundles. Despite this, chromosome segregation appears to be largely kinetochore independent, as kinetochores are normally removed from chromosomes during anaphase. Moreover, although KNL-1 depletion results in some lagging chromosomes, most segregate at normal rates, suggesting that kinetochore attachments are not generating the forces that drive segregation ([@bib7]).

Instead, chromosome congression and segregation are aided by a protein complex that forms a ring around the center of each bivalent in meiosis I (MI) and around the interface between sister chromatids in MII; we refer to these complexes as midbivalent rings. These rings contain the kinesin-4 family member KLP-19, which has been proposed to provide chromosomes with a plus-end--directed force that promotes movement to the metaphase plate along the laterally associated bundles ([@bib34]). Then, in anaphase, these rings are removed from chromosomes ([@bib7]), removing this plus-end--directed force and allowing poleward movement ([@bib24]); additionally, the spindle also significantly elongates during anaphase, driving chromosomes further apart ([@bib7]; [@bib21]). In addition to KLP-19, the ring complexes include several other conserved cell division proteins ([@bib7]; [@bib3]; [@bib5]; [@bib14]) and the chromosomal passenger complex ([@bib34]), which consists of AIR-2/Aurora B kinase, ICP-1, CSC-1, and BIR-1 ([@bib30]; [@bib31]; [@bib29]) and is required for the targeting of all other known ring components ([@bib34]; [@bib7]).

Now, we have discovered that the behavior of these ring complexes changes in anaphase when errors are present. Surprisingly, despite the apparent lack of end-on attachments in this system, this error response requires the kinetochore. Our studies have therefore revealed a new mechanism that appears to regulate the progression of anaphase events in this specialized form of cell division and also suggest that the kinetochore plays a noncanonical role in error detection in these cells.

Results and discussion {#s02}
======================

The presence of univalents alters AIR-2/Aurora B behavior in anaphase {#s03}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

In a previous study, we assessed the contribution of the midbivalent ring complex to chromosome congression and segregation by examining the behavior of univalents, which do not undergo crossover formation and therefore lack rings ([@bib24]). We used the *him-8* mutant, in which the X chromosomes fail to pair ([@bib27]), resulting in five ring-containing bivalents that segregate normally and two univalents that exhibit alignment and segregation defects ([@bib24]). Unexpectedly, during these studies, we noticed unusual ring behavior in the *him-8* mutant during anaphase ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

![**AIR-2/Aurora B anaphase behavior is altered in the presence of univalents.** (A) Wild-type anaphase spindles stained for DNA (blue), tubulin (green), SEP-1, and AIR-2 (red in merge). The chromosome segregation distances and spindle morphology were used to determine the anaphase stages. Diagrams depict DNA (blue), microtubules (green), AIR-2 (yellow), the rings without AIR-2 (red), and the rings containing AIR-2 (orange). (B) AIR-2 behavior in spindles containing univalents in either the *him-8(me4)* or the *zim-1(tm1813)* mutant. In some spindles, AIR-2 relocalizes to microtubules by mid anaphase (row 1), whereas in others, AIR-2 remains ring associated in MI (row 2) and MII (rows 3 and 4); note that in MII, AIR-2 also displays polar body localization. AIR-2 always relocalizes by late anaphase (row 5). (C) Quantification of mid anaphase spindles with AIR-2 in rings for control, *him-8(me4)*, and *zim-1(tm1813)* MI and MII spindles. Bars, 2.5 µm.](JCB_201608042_Fig1){#fig1}

During wild-type meiosis, separase (SEP-1) moves from the kinetochores to the ring complexes at anaphase onset, and as the chromosomes begin segregating, the rings remain at the center of the spindle ([@bib7]; [@bib24]). Shortly after, ring component AIR-2/Aurora B relocalizes across the spindle ([@bib30]) and the ring structures begin disassembling and are gone by late anaphase ([Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib7]; [@bib24]). In contrast, in the *him-8* mutant, AIR-2 often associated with the ring complexes in mid to late anaphase, and under these conditions, the rings appeared more intact instead of flattening ([Fig. 1 B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

To quantify this behavior, we evaluated 246 wild-type spindles and established a chromosome segregation distance that we defined as the transition from early to mid anaphase, when AIR-2 should no longer be ring associated. From this analysis, we found that AIR-2 had relocalized to microtubules in a majority of wild-type spindles when the chromosomes were ≥2.5 µm apart (Fig. S1); at ≥2.5 µm, only 8% of mid anaphase spindles had AIR-2 in ring structures. In contrast, using these same criteria, we found that AIR-2 was ring associated (though sometimes faintly relocalized to the microtubules) in 34% of mid anaphase spindles in the *him-8* mutant ([Fig. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). We observed similar behavior in the *zim-1* mutant (where chromosomes I and III fail to pair, resulting in four univalents; [@bib26]), demonstrating that autosomal univalents also trigger this behavior ([Fig. 1, B and C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}); in both mutants, we observed these changes in both MI and MII ([Fig. 1, B and C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, AIR-2 was never associated with the ring complexes at late anaphase, when the polar body begins to pinch off ([Fig. 1 B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, AIR-2 relocalization is delayed, but not prevented, in the presence of univalents.

Defects before anaphase onset and environmental stresses can delay ring disassembly {#s04}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next, we wanted to determine whether this altered AIR-2 behavior was specific to mutants containing univalents or whether this behavior would also occur after other types of perturbations, which would be suggestive of a general regulatory mechanism. First, we induced spindle defects either by depleting spindle-pole protein ASPM-1 ([@bib33]; [@bib4]) or by analyzing a partial loss-of-function mutant of the microtubule severing protein, MEI-2/katanin ([@bib32]; [@bib20]). In both cases, AIR-2 remained in rings in a significant fraction of mid anaphase spindles ([Fig. 2, A and D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), demonstrating that spindle disorganization can alter AIR-2 behavior. Second, because the midbivalent ring complex has been implicated in chromosome congression and segregation ([@bib34]; [@bib7]; [@bib24]), we depleted ring components KLP-19 and CAPG-1, and we observed a similar delay in AIR-2 relocalization ([Fig. 2, A, B, D, and E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}); AIR-2 metaphase localization is unaffected after depletion of these proteins ([@bib7]; [@bib3]), allowing us to assess anaphase behavior. Therefore, AIR-2 anaphase behavior is altered in response to many types of perturbations.

![**Defects before anaphase onset and environmental stresses can delay ring disassembly.** (A--C) DNA (blue), tubulin (green), and AIR-2 (red) in control and error-induced spindles. AIR-2 stays ring associated after a variety of perturbations, and ring disassembly is delayed both in spindles with (B) and without (A) lagging chromosomes. (C) *zen-4(RNAi)* does not delay ring disassembly in MI but can cause AIR-2 to remain in rings in MII when there is double the chromosome number. (D) Quantification of mid anaphase spindles with AIR-2 in rings for all conditions tested and includes MI and MII spindles for all conditions except depletion of *zen-4*, *cyk-4*, and *ani-1*. (E) DNA (blue), tubulin (green, column 1), AIR-2 (red), and MPM-2 (green, column 4) in control and error-induced spindles. MPM-2 marks the ring structures, illustrating that additional ring proteins are stabilized when AIR-2 persists in rings under error conditions. Bars, 2.5 µm.](JCB_201608042_Fig2){#fig2}

Some spindles with altered AIR-2 behavior had severely lagging chromosomes ([Fig. 2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), but others did not ([Figs. 1 B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2 A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that this delay can occur in the absence of obvious chromosome segregation defects and is not caused by chromosomes directly contacting the rings. Additionally, under conditions where AIR-2 remained ring associated, other ring proteins were also retained in the structures ([Fig. 2 E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), and all rings within the spindle behaved similarly, suggesting a global mechanism that leads to general ring stabilization. Our observations are therefore consistent with the idea that AIR-2 relocalizing to the microtubules and ring disassembly are regulated processes that can be delayed in the presence of errors.

To determine whether errors occurring after anaphase onset can also alter AIR-2 and ring behavior, we individually depleted proteins required for cytokinesis: the centralspindlin components ZEN-4 and CYK-4 ([@bib28]; [@bib17]) and the anillin-related protein, ANI-1 ([@bib19]). In each case, AIR-2 and ring behavior were indistinguishable from control anaphase spindles in MI ([Fig. 2, C and D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). This was not caused by ineffective RNAi, as we observed MII spindles with twice the normal number of chromosomes (caused by MI cytokinesis failure), and in many of those anaphase II spindles, AIR-2 remained ring associated ([Fig. 2 C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Together, our results suggest that errors occurring before anaphase can alter AIR-2 anaphase behavior, but defects in late anaphase do not trigger a change, likely because at that point, AIR-2 would have already relocalized.

Finally, we investigated whether other types of stresses affect anaphase ring behavior. The standard range of growth temperatures for *C. elegans* is 15--25°C ([@bib1]), but worms begin to lose fecundity \>24°C ([@bib16]). After short exposures to either low (4°C) or high (25°C or 30°C) temperatures, AIR-2 relocalization to microtubules and ring disassembly were delayed ([Fig. 2, A and D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, disassembly of the midbivalent ring is a regulated process that is altered in response to meiotic errors and unfavorable environmental conditions.

Microtubule channels remain open and kinetochore disassembly is delayed in response to error {#s05}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

When assessing ring behavior in various mutant conditions, we noticed that anaphase spindle morphology often differed from the control ([Fig. 1 B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. 2, A, B, and E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, we decided to compare spindle organization in cases where the rings persisted to those in which rings disassembled normally. In control oocytes, spindle poles broaden in early anaphase, creating microtubule channels that are open from pole to pole; these channels then close as anaphase progresses, reducing the width of the central region of the spindle ([Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In most of the mutant spindles we examined, the poles still broadened, organizing the microtubules in a parallel array. However, although in wild-type oocytes the channels in the center of the spindle are typically compressing in mid anaphase, the central region of the spindles often appeared wide in the mutant conditions ([Fig. 1 B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; [Fig. 2, A, B, and E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}; and [Fig. 3 A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). We quantified this effect and found that when AIR-2 remained with the ring complexes, spindles were significantly wider than when rings disassembled normally ([Fig. 3 B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, we observed open microtubule channels in the center of the spindle under these conditions (Videos 1 and 2), suggesting that the persistence of rings maintains this microtubule organization.

![**Microtubule channels remain open and kinetochore disassembly is delayed in response to error.** (A) Spindles stained for DNA (blue), tubulin (green), and AIR-2 (red). When AIR-2 remains in rings (row 4, *capg-1(RNAi)* shown), the spindle is significantly wider than when AIR-2 is microtubule associated (rows 1--3); spindle widths are denoted within each image. (B) Box plot shows the widths of spindles in which AIR-2 is relocalized compared with those in which AIR-2 remains in rings. Spindles measured had chromosome distances between 2.7 µm and 4.2 µm. Box represents first quartile, median, and third quartile. Lines extend to data points within 1.5 interquartile range. N.S., not significant; asterisk represents significant difference (two-tailed *t* test; \*, P \< 0.001). (C) Spindles stained for DNA (blue), tubulin (green, columns 1 and 5), AIR-2 (green, column 4) and KNL-3 (red). KNL-3 remains chromosome-associated when AIR-2 remains in rings; 30°C treatment shown. Bars, 2.5 µm.](JCB_201608042_Fig3){#fig3}

Another unusual feature we observed in spindles with delayed ring disassembly was increased microtubule density at the poleward surfaces of separating chromosomes. In contrast to control spindles, where the chromosomes move past the poles during mid anaphase ([@bib24]; [Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), these spindles instead appeared to have "closed poles," with the microtubule channels blocked at the ends ([Fig. 1 B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. 2, A, B, and E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Because this microtubule density resembled the cupping shape of the kinetochores, we hypothesized that kinetochores might be making inappropriate attachments to microtubules, enabling this extra accumulation. Therefore, we tested whether kinetochore disassembly was delayed under error conditions by examining the outer kinetochore component KNL-3, which normally cups the chromosome ends before anaphase and is removed from chromosomes by mid anaphase ([@bib22]; [@bib7]). Notably, when we induced a ring disassembly delay, KNL-3 persisted on chromosomes ([Figs. 3 C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and S2 A). This finding reveals that kinetochore disassembly is also a regulated process that can be delayed in the presence of meiotic errors and illustrates that kinetochores may not have to be completely removed in order for chromosomes to segregate.

The response to errors requires the kinetochore but not components of the SAC {#s06}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next, we wanted to investigate how errors are detected in this unique form of cell division. Because univalents lack ring complexes ([@bib24]) but still elicit an error response ([Fig. 1, B and C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), it is unlikely that the ring complex itself acts as a sensor. Alternatively, in mitosis, errors are detected via end-on kinetochore attachments that generate tension across the chromosome. Although end-on attachments have not been observed in *C. elegans* oocytes, the holocentric kinetochores cup the ends of the bivalents before anaphase, placing them in a location where they could mediate side attachments to the lateral bundles. Moreover, kinetochore proteins coat the surfaces of univalents ([@bib24]), so they could theoretically participate in error sensing in those mutants as well.

To determine whether the kinetochore is required for the response to meiotic errors, we partially depleted outer kinetochore components KNL-1 and KNL-3 and assessed whether ring disassembly could be delayed in anaphase. These depletions caused metaphase defects, with bivalents misaligned within the lateral microtubule bundles (Fig. S2 B), and the spindles had lagging chromosomes in anaphase ([Fig. 4 A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), as previously reported ([@bib7]). However, despite these errors, we did not observe a delay in AIR-2 relocalization to the spindle or in ring disassembly ([Fig. 4, A and C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; and Fig. S2 C). Instead, depleting these kinetochore components prevented a ring disassembly delay, even under error conditions that would normally elicit this response ([Fig. 4, A and C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; and Fig. S2 C). These data therefore demonstrate that the kinetochore is required for delaying ring disassembly in response to errors; in this context, the kinetochores could play a role in sensing the errors or, alternatively, because they persist in the error conditions, they could be required for transducing the error signal.

![**The response to errors requires the kinetochore, but not components of the SAC.** (A) Mid anaphase spindles stained for DNA (blue), tubulin (green, columns 1 and 6), KNL-3 (green, column 5), and AIR-2 (red). Neither *knl-1(RNAi)* nor *knl-3(RNAi)* causes a ring disassembly delay. At 30°C, AIR-2 does not remain in rings after partial depletion of KNL-1 and KNL-3. Images were not restricted to the mid anaphase cutoff of ≥2.5 µm to illustrate that AIR-2 relocalizes in early anaphase as well. (B) Mid anaphase spindles stained for DNA (blue), tubulin (green), AIR-2 (red), and MDF-1. AIR-2 remains in rings after 30°C treatment in worms depleted of MDF-1, SAN-1, and MDF-1/SAN-1 and in *bub-3* and *san-1* mutant strains. (C) Quantification of mid anaphase spindles with AIR-2 in rings for the kinetochore and SAC depletions at 15°C and 30°C. Includes MI and MII spindles with chromosome distances ≥2.5 µm. Note that depletion of SAC components alone (15°C) increased the percentage of spindles with AIR-2 in rings. In the case of MDF-1, this percentage did not increase significantly when combined with a 30°C treatment, suggesting that although MDF-1 does not appear to be absolutely required for an error response, its depletion may affect the magnitude of the response. Bars, 2.5 µm.](JCB_201608042_Fig4){#fig4}

This requirement for the kinetochore raises the possibility that the anaphase delays we observe are mediated by the SAC because that mechanism also relies on kinetochore function. Although we do not observe a metaphase arrest in response to errors, *C. elegans* embryos have been shown to have a weak SAC response ([@bib8]; [@bib9]; [@bib12]), so it is possible that the anaphase delays we observe could reflect a mild SAC response. To test this hypothesis, we inhibited SAC components and scored AIR-2 and ring anaphase behavior, with and without inducing an additional stress; for this analysis, we singly and doubly depleted *mdf-1* (Mad1) and *san-1* (Mad3) using RNAi and also assessed *san-1(ok1580)* and *bub-3(ok3437)* mutant strains. Unlike the kinetochore depletions, where nearly all error response was lost ([Fig. 4, A and C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), in the SAC mutant/depletion conditions, AIR-2 still persisted in rings after 30°C treatment. Notably, some SAC depletions induced an error response on their own ([Fig. 4, B and C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that SAC components may play roles in oocyte meiosis but are likely not required for the observed anaphase delays.

As a part of this analysis, we also assessed MDF-1 (Mad1) localization, because this protein has been shown to transiently localize to the rings at anaphase onset ([@bib23]; Fig. S3 A), placing it in a location where it could potentially regulate AIR-2 relocalization to the microtubules and participate in the error response. However, we found that the MDF-1 localization pattern did not correlate with AIR-2 behavior. Although it was associated with the ring complexes just before AIR-2 relocalized to the microtubules, it also remained with the flattening rings well after AIR-2 removal (Fig. S3, A and B). MDF-1 persisted in rings during mid to late anaphase under error conditions, but because other components of the ring complex are also ring associated under these conditions ([Figs. 2 E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and S3 A), this behavior likely reflects a general stabilization of the ring structures and not a specific retention of MDF-1. Additionally, we found that in the *bub-3(ok3437)* mutant strain, MDF-1 no longer associated with the anaphase rings, demonstrating that BUB-3 is required for MDF-1 ring targeting but that this targeting is not required for the AIR-2 error response ([Fig. 4 B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, although the intriguing MDF-1 localization pattern and its targeting by BUB-3 suggests that SAC components may have roles in oocyte meiosis, they do not appear to be necessary for the ring complex regulation we have uncovered, implying that in this mechanism, the kinetochore is required for the error response independent of MDF-1, SAN-1, and BUB-3.

New insights into kinetochore-independent chromosome segregation {#s07}
----------------------------------------------------------------

In summary, our studies have revealed that there is a regulatory mechanism that alters multiple aspects of anaphase progression in response to a variety of perturbations ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that errors can be detected in this system. We speculate that delaying ring disassembly and keeping the microtubule channels open could prevent the collapse of microtubule bundles around lagging chromosomes, allowing errors more time to resolve. This suggests that *C. elegans* oocytes use a mechanism that could serve to increase the fidelity of chromosome segregation, similar to checkpoints that operate in other cell types. However, this regulation does not appear to elicit a strong metaphase arrest, as is seen in mutants of the anaphase-promoting complex ([@bib13]; [@bib6]), because anaphase progresses and cytokinesis occurs in all cases. This is reflected in our quantification, as we do not observe rings persisting in all anaphase spindles in any mutant condition. Although it is possible that not every error is detected, it is also likely that many of the spindles we observe are past the point of delay.

Although it is possible that the timing of cell cycle events may be altered in response to error, we hypothesize that this mechanism instead primarily represents a shift in the progression and coordination of anaphase events. A recent study defined *C. elegans* meiotic anaphase as having two distinct phases: anaphase A and B ([@bib21]). Chromosomes exhibit poleward movement during anaphase A, when microtubule channels are open in the center of the spindle, kinetochores are still present on the chromosomes but are beginning to disassemble, and ring complexes are still intact but AIR-2 is beginning to relocalize. Then, in anaphase B, spindle elongation occurs to further separate chromosomes; at this stage the chromosomes have moved to the ends of the microtubule channels, the rings are disassembling, and the kinetochores are gone. Under normal conditions, anaphase A and B appear to be sequential mechanisms, with chromosome-to-pole movement preceding spindle elongation ([@bib21]). In contrast, we speculate that under error conditions, maintaining ring complexes, kinetochores, and open microtubules channels could represent an extension of anaphase A mechanisms, keeping them active as the spindle elongates to facilitate chromosome segregation ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Our results therefore demonstrate that it is not essential to completely turn off the anaphase A mechanisms for anaphase B to proceed, implying that anaphase B spindle elongation can occur in the context of the anaphase A type of spindle organization, with open microtubule channels in the center of the spindle and lateral associations on the sides of chromosomes.

![**Model for kinetochore and AIR-2/Aurora B--mediated anaphase regulation.** Model depicting DNA (blue), microtubules (green), the ring complexes with AIR-2 (orange), AIR-2 (yellow), the ring complexes without AIR-2 (red), and kinetochores (purple). In normal meiosis (left), kinetochores are removed from chromosomes, AIR-2 relocalizes to the microtubules, and the ring complexes begin to disassemble by mid anaphase. Under many types of perturbations (a congression defect is depicted on the right), AIR-2 remains with the rings throughout mid anaphase, keeping the microtubule channels open. Chromosomes continue segregating, despite retention of kinetochores on chromosomes. By late anaphase, AIR-2 relocalizes to the microtubules and cytokinesis occurs.](JCB_201608042_Fig5){#fig5}

Another interesting aspect of our findings is that the delay in kinetochore removal led to extra microtubule density at the ends of the chromosomes in anaphase, suggesting that if kinetochores are not removed, the ends of the chromosomes become competent for microtubule association at this stage. This finding raises the intriguing possibility that kinetochores may form transient functional attachments that participate in the early stages of chromosome segregation; if this were the case, it could represent another mechanism that is retained under error conditions that could help promote chromosome segregation. However, because previous work demonstrated that chromosomes segregate at normal rates after KNL-1 depletion (even during anaphase A, when kinetochores would have been present on chromosomes; [@bib7]), even if these transient attachments form, they are unlikely to make a major contribution to chromosome segregation. Regardless of whether these extra microtubules are force generating, the fact that they appear to "block" the ends of the microtubule channels reveals a potential reason why kinetochores usually disassemble by mid anaphase; this could serve to clear a path so that the chromosomes can move past the poles.

Our finding that kinetochore disassembly is delayed under error conditions also reveals that although this form of chromosome segregation is usually kinetochore independent, kinetochore removal does not appear to be absolutely required for chromosome separation. This is an important finding, because a recent study proposed that kinetochores must be removed in order for chromosome segregation to occur ([@bib15]). This hypothesis was based on the analysis of mutants where targeting of a phosphatase (GSP-2/PP1) to chromosomes was prevented; under these conditions, kinetochores did not disassemble and chromosomes did not segregate, but segregation was rescued when kinetochore components were also depleted. Given our finding that kinetochores are required for an error response, an alternate possibility to explain these data is that PP1 regulates aspects of anaphase progression as part of the mechanism we have described. If this were the case, kinetochore depletion would enable anaphase to proceed in mutants lacking PP1 targeting, because under these conditions, the oocytes would bypass error detection. Therefore, future studies testing this possibility may shed light on the molecular mechanisms of ring and kinetochore disassembly.

Some important questions that arise from our discovery are when and how oocytes monitor and sense errors and what types of errors are detected. Because errors late in anaphase do not appear to be detected by this mechanism, our data point to detection occurring in either metaphase or very early anaphase. Intriguingly, it was recently shown that just before chromosome segregation, when the spindle shrinks and the poles come into close proximity with the kinetochores, the chromosomes and kinetochores appear to transiently stretch ([@bib21]). This finding suggests that a tension-sensing mechanism acting at the metaphase to anaphase transition could monitor proper chromosome alignment; under this scenario, proper tension across the chromosome would promote AIR-2/Aurora B relocalization to the microtubules. In this mechanism, tension could be generated using side attachments to the lateral bundles, mediated by kinetochore proteins cupping the bivalent ends or through transient end-on kinetochore attachments made when the spindle shrinks. In the latter situation, these transient attachments would be quickly lost as the kinetochores disassemble under normal conditions, but under the error conditions where kinetochores persist, they could be retained. Importantly, because neither of these potential mechanisms relies on canonical tension-generating end-on attachments that are in place before anaphase onset, our studies have revealed a new strategy for error detection during cell division. Future studies building on this work will shed light on how chromosomes are accurately segregated during this important specialized cell division.

Materials and methods {#s08}
=====================

Strains {#s09}
-------

The quantification of control spindles includes both EU1067 and N2 (Bristol) ([Figs. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, S1, [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). For RNAi experiments, "control" refers to the RNAi vector control in EU1067 worms. The following strains were used in this study: N2; EU1067, *unc-119(ed3) ruIs32\[unc-119(+) pie-1^promoter^::GFP::H2B\] III*; *ruIs57\[unc-119(+) pie-1^promoter^::GFP::tubulin\]*; CA324, *zim-1(tm1813) IV*; FM13, *mei-2(ct98) I*; *ruls57 \[pAZ147: pie-1^promoter^::tubulin::GFP; unc-119 (+)\]*; *itls37 \[unc-119(+) pie-1^promoter^::mCherry::H2B\]*; *him-8(e1489) IV*; CA151, *him-8(me4) IV*; SMW6, strain EU1067 crossed with strain CA151 resulting in *unc-119(ed3) ruIs32 \[unc-119(+) pie-1^promoter^::GFP::H2B\] III*; *ruIs57 \[unc-119(+) pie-1^promoter^::GFP::tubulin\]*; *him-8(me4) IV*; VC2773, *bub-3(ok3437) II*; and RB1391, *san-1(ok1580) I.*

RNAi {#s10}
----

From a feeding library ([@bib11]; [@bib18]), individual RNAi clones were picked and grown overnight at 37°C in LB with 100 µg/ml ampicillin. Overnight cultures were spun down and plated on nematode growth media plates containing 100 µg/ml ampicillin and 1 mM IPTG. Plates were dried overnight. Worm strains were synchronized by bleaching gravid adults and hatching overnight without food. For full RNAi (*klp-19*, *capg-1*, *ani-1*, *aspm-1*, *mdf-1*, *san-1*, and all double depletions), L1s were then plated on RNAi plates and grown to adulthood at 15° for 4--5 d. When full RNAi prevented proper germline formation, partial RNAi was performed. For these depletions, worms were grown until the L2 (*knl-1* and *knl-3*) or L3 (*cyk-4, zen-4*) stage on regular nematode growth media OP50 plates and then transferred to the RNAi plate 48--72 h before preparing for immunofluorescence ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).

###### Oligos used to create clones for feeding RNAi (Ahringer library)

  Gene       Forward primer sequence (5**′**--3**′**)   Reverse primer sequence (5**′**--3**′**)
  ---------- ------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------
  *klp19*    `CATAGCGAAGCGTGTTGAGA`                     `ATTGTGCGTGAACTCTGACG`
  *capg-1*   `TTGTAACCATTTCATGGCGA`                     `CATGCACCAACAGATCAACC`
  *aspm-1*   `GCTTCAAGAACTACGACGCC`                     `TGGGTGTTCCAACGGATAAT`
  *mdf-1*    `CACGAGCGATTTCTCTTTCC`                     `TCTTCGCAGTTTGTTTGGTG`
  *san-1*    `AACGAAACAATGATGACGCA`                     `TTTCGATGTGAGCATGAAGC`
  *ani-1*    `CATGTTCACTGACAACTGGGATA`                  `CAAACTCAATGGAGAGGACAATC`
  *knl-1*    `GAAGCAGTGAACACGTCCAA`                     `ATTGTAGGCCTGATGCAAGG`
  *knl-3*    `TTTTCGCCAGAAATTCATCC`                     `GCTCATCATCAGCAGTTCCA`
  *cyk-4*    `TGGTTTGTCCTGGTGTTTGA`                     `ACGGTTTTCACGCATTTTTC`
  *zen-4*    `GGAAAATGATGGACAAGCTACTG`                  `TCTTTGAATTCTGAACGAACCAT`

Immunofluorescence and antibodies {#s11}
---------------------------------

Immunofluorescence was performed as previously described ([@bib25]). In brief, worms were picked into a drop of M9 buffer and cut onto poly-[l]{.smallcaps}-lysine slides (Electron Microscopy Sciences) to release embryos. Slides were frozen in liquid nitrogen for 10 min, and then the coverslip was quickly removed with a razor blade. Embryos were fixed for 40--45 min in −20°C methanol, rehydrated in PBS, and blocked in AbDil (PBS plus 4% BSA, 0.1% Triton X-100, and 0.02% Na-Azide) at room temperature. Primary antibodies were diluted in AbDil and incubated overnight at 4°C. Secondary antibodies were diluted in AbDil and incubated for 1 h at room temperature. Hoechst 33342 (Invitrogen) was diluted 1:1,000 in PBST (PBS + 0.1% Triton X-100) and incubated for 10--15 min at room temperature. Slides were washed with PBST between antibody incubations and mounted in 0.5% p-phenylenediamine in 90% glycerol, 20 mM Tris, pH 8.8.

The following antibodies were used: rabbit anti--AIR-2 (1:1,000; gift from J. Schumacher, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA), rabbit anti--SEP-1 (1:350; gift from A. Golden, National Institutes of Health, National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases, Bethesda, MD), rabbit anti--KNL-3 (1:3,800, gift from A. Desai, Ludwig Institute for Cancer Research, University of California, San Diego, CA), rabbit anti--MDF-1 (1:3,000; a gift from R. Kitagawa, Nationwide Children's Hospital, Columbus, OH), mouse anti--MPM-2 (1:500; catalog number 05-368; EMD Millipore), and mouse anti--α-tubulin FITC (1:500; catalog number F2168; Sigma-Aldrich). Rat anti--AIR-2 was generated by Covance using the C-terminal peptide sequence KIRAEKQQKIEKEASLRNH (synthesized by the Peptide Synthesis Core Facility at Northwestern University) and then affinity purified and used at 1:1,000. Alexa Fluor 555-- and 647--conjugated secondary antibodies (Invitrogen) were used at 1:500.

Microscopy {#s12}
----------

All imaging was performed on a DeltaVision Core deconvolution microscope (Applied Precision Ltd.) with a Photometrics CoolSnap HQ2 camera using an Olympus 100× oil objective (NA = 1.4). This microscope is housed in the Northwestern Biological Imaging Facility supported by the Northwestern University Office for Research. Slides were imaged at room temperature and image stacks were obtained at 0.2 µm z-steps and deconvolved (ratio method, 15 cycles) using SoftWoRx (Applied Precision Ltd.). All images in this study were displayed as full maximum-intensity projections of data stacks encompassing the entire spindle structure unless otherwise noted.

Image analysis and quantification {#s13}
---------------------------------

Imaris 3D Imaging Software (Bitplane) was used for chromosome distance and spindle width measurements. To calculate chromosome distances, the "Surfaces" tool was first used to determine the volume of each grouping of separating chromosomes and then to assign the center of the volume for each set. The distance between these two center points was then measured as the chromosome segregation distance. For some conditions with severe chromosome segregation defects (e.g., the *zim-1* mutant or centralspindlin RNAi in MII), we could not accurately determine chromosome distance measurements for all spindles, because it was difficult to assign the chromosomes to two distinct groups. Therefore, these spindles were excluded from our analysis. Note that this may result in an underrepresentation of the percentage of spindles with AIR-2 in rings (data presented in [Figs. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) for some of the mutant conditions, because AIR-2 was often ring associated in these severely defective spindles. For spindle width measurements, images were viewed in the slice gallery, and a line was drawn across the width of the microtubule signal at the center of the spindle. This was done for three z-slices within each spindle, and the line lengths were averaged to obtain a spindle width measurement.

Statistical methods {#s14}
-------------------

For spindle width measurements, the mean spindle widths for a given condition were compared with the control spindle widths using a two-tailed *t* test, resulting in a p-value of \<0.001 for all three of the error-condition groups in which AIR-2 remained in rings. Data distribution was assumed to be normal, but this was not formally tested.

Temperature experiments {#s15}
-----------------------

EU1067 worms were picked into a drop of M9 preincubated at specific temperatures (4°C, 25°C, or 30°C), incubated for 4--5 min at the corresponding temperature, and prepared for immunofluorescence. The total time of incubation in M9 at a given temperature was ∼10--15 min because of the picking and cutting steps. Note that this assay is also sensitive to the temperature of the room, as we have noticed a moderate increase in the number of control spindles with AIR-2 remaining in rings on days where the ambient temperature is higher. To ensure that this day-to-day variation did not significantly affect our conclusions, we controlled for temperature as closely as we could, and we made sure that each of our quantified conditions incorporated slides generated on multiple days.

Determining anaphase stages {#s16}
---------------------------

We analyzed 246 anaphase spindles, noting whether AIR-2 was relocalized across the microtubules or concentrated in rings (colocalized with another ring marker and within open microtubule channels). We then measured the chromosome segregation distance for all anaphase spindles and looked for the chromosome distance at which AIR-2 had relocalized to the microtubules in most spindles (Fig. S1). The 246 spindles analyzed includes both anaphase I and II spindles, as well as both N2 worms and EU1067, as the trends for chromosome distance and AIR-2 behavior were indistinguishable between these groups. We defined 2.5 µm as roughly the transition from early to mid anaphase, the segregation distance at which AIR-2 should be relocalized in most wild-type spindles. All images labeled as mid anaphase, as well as all spindles quantified in [Figs. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [2 D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [4 C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, and S2, have a chromosome distance of at least 2.5 µm. The spindle lengths at late anaphase were variable, so rather than using a specific chromosome distance, this stage was defined by the microtubules being severely collapsed and the chromosomes being significantly past the poles. Late anaphase spindles were excluded from all quantifications in [Figs. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [2 D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [4 C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, and S2.

Online supplemental material {#s17}
----------------------------

Fig. S1 shows the quantification of AIR-2 behavior in anaphase at given chromosome segregation distances. Fig. S2 shows other error conditions tested for kinetochore persistence, chromosome misalignment in metaphase in KNL-1 or KNL-3 depleted spindles, and other error conditions quantified for kinetochore dependence. Fig. S3 shows MDF-1 localization from metaphase through late anaphase and its delocalization in the *bub-3* mutant strain. Videos 1 and 2 show an anaphase spindle after *capg-1(RNAi)* with delayed AIR-2 relocalization to highlight that microtubule channels in the center of the spindle remain open.

Supplementary Material
======================

###### Supplemental Materials (PDF)

###### Video 1

###### Video 2
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